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and friends of
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Rabbi's Letter

by Rabbi Shawn Zevit

Standing in the Truth of These Times
September, 2020

In 5781....
all our offerings will be online
via Zoom. Links will be
sent two days before Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur.

Remember to ...
RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP
and also complete this specific

High Holiday
Registration Form.
Thank
you.
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Shalom and welcome back from
summer, with all its unique
pandemic related limitations,
creative connections, challenges,
and unexpected precious moments.
Welcome to the Jewish rhythms of
a New Year- 5781.
As the New Year begins, the
issues we have been grappling with
are not disappearing; rather they seem to be intensifying. Whether it is
personal health and well-being, our work for racial and environmental
justice, getting the vote out or economic strain in these times of upheaval
we all have work to do.
Having become one of the twenty member households who have lost a
loved one in the last year, I mourn with you- and Simcha and I thank you
all so much for your caring support in the wake of my father’s death and
my mother’s health decline. My heart also aches with Sid Ozer and Mindy
Maslin and all the many people dealing with the death of seventeen-yearold Sam Ozer this past summer. We will continue to encircle each other
with love and support, for to be in covenantal community is to be there
for each other at peak moments, and not forget each other in the face of
the next moment or the march of time.
We have also found safe and creative ways to rejoice together, thanks to
our member volunteers technical skill and gift of time, in the arrival of new
life or a new stage such as last summer’s confirmation of Isaiah Weeks and
joyful “Zoom-mitzvahs” of Joel Simon, Eddie Simon and Ben FernandezSheinbaum, as well as wonderful member and rabbinic led services
organized by Rivka Jarosh, programs and new additional pastoral support.
There are days where I am weighed down by the feelings of disconnection
without real face to face contact with you all, and in the same day,
enfolded in the joy of loving connection that even technology affords. I
want to stay open-hearted in the year coming our way, in the full reality
of this sadness and sweetness. That is what simcha means in Jewish lifeacceptance without defeat, laughter, and tears.
In entering the month of Elul we explored some ways of responding to
our times at a recent Live and Learn on-line program that Rabbi Yael
and I offered. I asked participants what preparing for the High Holy Days
(continued on page 4)

We look forward to being together
to welcome the New Year
ADULT SERVICES
ROSH HASHANAH
Friday 9/18
• Erev Rosh HaShanah Service: 6:30 pm – 7:45 pm
Saturday 9/19
• Rosh HaShanah Day 1 Service: 9:00 am – 1:00 pm
Sunday 9/20
• Rosh HaShanah Day 2 Service: 9:00 am – 1:00 pm
• Tashlich: 3:30 pm
YOM KIPPUR
Sunday 9/27
• Kol Nidre Service: 6:00 pm – 8:30 pm
Monday 9/28
• Yom Kippur Shacharit with Rabbi Shawn: 9:00 am – 11:15 am
• Yom Kippur A Way In with Rabbi Yael: 9:00 am – 11:15
• Yom Kippur services continue, afternoon workshops and Neilah 11:15 am – 7:30 pm

CHILDREN’S SERVICES
ROSH HASHANAH
Saturday 9/19 – Rosh HaShanah Day 1
• Birth to 5 years: 9:00 am – 9:30
• Family service 6 to 12 years (with parents/caregivers): 9:45 am – 10:30 am
• Virtual Apple and Honey Tasting: 2:30 pm
• Virtual Holiday Card Making: 3:00 pm
Sunday 9/20 – Rosh HaShanah Day 2
• Celebrations! Inclusive Storytime: 11:00 am – 12:00 noon
YOM KIPPUR
Monday 9/28 – Yom Kippur Services
• Birth to 5 years: 9:00 am – 9:30 am
• Family service 6 to 12 years (with parents/caregivers): 9:45 am – 10:30 am
• Yom Kippur Storytime: 2:00 pm – 2:30 pm

CLICK HERE to view the complete

5781 High Holiday Booklet
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Mishkan Shalom Services for Kids & Families
Please join us for special online services designed for children and their families,
led by Mishkan educator Gabby Kaplan-Mayer.
 You can Register by CLICKING HERE for all Family/Kids Services
 Links will be provided 24 hours before the holiday.

Rosh Hashanah - Day 1

Rosh HaShanah - Day 2

9:00-9:30am Rosh HaShanah Services
For kids ages birth to 5

11:00 am Celebrations!
Inclusive Rosh HaShanah
Storytime with Rabbi
Michele Greenfield

Join Gabby for a festive time celebrating the Birthday of
the World with puppets, stories and songs!

Everyone welcome! Join
families from our Celebrations!
Program for an interactive Rosh
HaShanah story followed by a
fun and easy craft. An ASL interpreter will be with
us on Zoom.

9:45-10:30am Rosh HaShanah Family Service
Designed for kids ages 6-12 (and their parents), this
service will explore the themes of Rosh HaShanah
through interactive prayer, stories and song.
2:30pm Virtual Apple and Honey Tasting

Yom
Kippur

Join Gabby to say the blessings over apples and honey.
Bring your favorite kinds of apples and varieties of
honey. Each family will have an opportunity to share
about their apple and honey preferences!

9:00-9:30am Yom Kippur Services
For kids ages birth to 5

3:00 pm Rosh HaShanah Greetings

Join Gabby and her puppets for an interactive
service about how we can be helpful and not
hurtful in the New Year.

It is customary to send cards with New Years greetings
to family and friends. This year, more than ever,
cards can brighten the lives of grandparents
and other elders in our community who
may be feeling lonely. Bring your art
supplies
and we’ll
share ideas
for words and
images that
will that will make beautifuL cards.
We will share suggestions of
places to mail your cards.

9:45--10:30am Yom Kippur Family Service
Designed for kids ages 6-12 (and their parents),
this service will explore the themes of Yom Kippur
through interactive prayer, stories and song.
2:00-2:30pm Yom Kippur Storytime
Join Gabby for a special afternoon storytime to continue
thinking about Yom Kippur and how we can be our best
selves in the new year.
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Rabbi's Letter

(continued from page 1)

meant for them. One member reflected that their
preparation for the New Year “was calling them to
name all the difficult issues of these times and see how
they could make a positive contribution in response.”

calling, purpose and perhaps, help liberate ourselves
and others from narratives, systems and leaders who
are fueled by power, cruelty and injustice.
We will explore these themes in our prayer,
mindfulness services and deep Torah discussions
in which we will pause to consider where our
lives have been and where they are heading, and what
transformation we are being called to in the year to
come. We will follow the lead of the very names the
sages ascribed to Rosh Hashanah: Yom HaZikaronDays of Remembering (what do we want to
remember that we learned from the real challenges of
the last year?) ties to Yom Teruah- the Day of the
Shofar Blast (clearing a way into the future where
we can integrate and follow-through on what we have
awoken to in real action in the year ahead).

5781 calls us to remember the hard lessons learned
from the year of Covid-19, ecological and racial justice
upheaval and each of our personal, volunteer, and
professional experiences, and see even beyond this
time to the longer vision. Let us be bold and claim this
coming year. Let us not wait for hindsight vision and
lament what we might have done for the sake of the
planet, our nation, and communities, for our own lives
and those of our loved ones. Too much is at stake to
“sit this one out” or wait for the perfect solution or
candidate or time.
We can reach for clarity, compassion, and action, and
engage more fully with the expanse of life’s choices,
blessings, and challenges in clear, true and accountable
ways. This does not have to mean grand gestures
at every turn. It could mean a quiet loving act or
supportive moment as much as safely taking to the
streets and getting out the vote or actively being
involved in responding to anti-Racism, antisemitism,
and hateful acts of all kinds individually or systemically.

As we enter another phase of this global pandemic,
and continue to navigate our own health safety and
connectivity to each other through the world-wide
web or in small pods, we also have to deal with
a politicized and contradictory federal response
(whether it is health-wise, racially or ensuring our right
to vote and have it count), as we mourn the loss of
tens of thousands of lives. Our community, both needs
you, your engagement and your support and is a place
to tap into reservoirs of renewed strength, clarity, and
connection to our life purpose and to the possibility of
who we may yet be together.

And so, we lean into the ancient call of the Days of
Awe to explore with determination amid the fires
burning literally and figuratively in our world- who
will we be? What will you let go of or take on in your
life? How can we as a sacred community realize our
collective potential linking together our individual
journeys with those of all in our community and
country? This is not in order to “return to normal”,
but rather to forge a new society that accepts the
pain of the past, dismantles and changes the inequities
and injustices of now, and collectively responds to
humanity and the planet’s future that lies in the
balance?

So many of you have risen to the challenge in the
last months by offering on-line programs, mutual
and financial support. We are not done yet in
securing a best budget scenario and the Mishkan@30:
ReGeneration Campaign, nor will we pull back from
offering an array of on-line options for learning,
spiritual life and activism. Thanks to Gabby Kaplan
Mayer’s expanded on-line Hebrew School vision, our
skilled teachers Amy, Cantor David, Julia, and Holli
(who is adding High Holy Day and Teen Coordinator
to her portfolio), Rabbi Yael, Gari, Maria, Our
president Steve Jones and our board, and all of youthere is a rich array of offerings to experience, learn
from and stay connected to each other through the
months for all ages and interests.

As we enter into this New Year and new decade, we
can open ourselves to the calls, longings and values
of our Jewish heritage, our country, our planet, our
community, and our own souls. Will we guide each
other in returning to balance, awareness, clarity
and strength so that the words of our mouths, the
meditations of our hearts and the work of our hands
will be aligned for healing, justice and peace?

As I take these words in myself, I assess my own
leadership of service, my partnering, parenting, and
friendships. I see my contributions and growth, and
often my falling short of the person I long to be in this
precious one life- especially coming off a very
unusual sabbatical into societal upheaval. If I have
unintentionally hurt or missed the mark with any of
(continued next page)

Whatever our age or stage of life, our skill, experience,
or lack thereof, our tradition holds out hope that this
can be a time to break the shackles that hold us and
others back. We can tap into the miracle of life itself,
and in community and relationship, find or refine our
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A Way In

by Rabbi Yael Levy
T’filla: Prayer
Opening up, calling out, reaching out, allowing
vulnerability.

Dear Friends,
What a time we are in as we prepare for the New
Year. This season always asks us to look with awe
at the unfolding of our lives and ready ourselves to
enter into the mystery of what will be---and how
much more so this year.

Offering simple prayers every day: Thank You, Wow,
Please, Help, brings us into relationship, opens our
awareness, directs our attention and nourishes and
strengthens our hearts and souls.

As I prepare for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur
I feel a heaviness on my heart and spirit and I find
myself getting caught in sadness and despair. As I do,
I hear questions that travel through these holy days:

Tzedakah: Acts of justice, acts of generosity
and goodness.
To believe nothing we do matters is part of the
poisonous message of this time. Everything we
do matters. Our words and actions, everyday, can
be aligned for healing, justice and peace. Acts of
kindness, generosity and care, strengthen us and the
bonds between us. Sharing our resources, giving of
our time and energy encourages our faith in each
other and what could be possible.

y What will help me stand strong in the face of
uncertainty?
y What will encourage me to step into
the unknown –a full participant—listening and
responding to the calls of this time?
y

What will inspire faith and courage?

As the tradition raises these questions, it also offers
support and guidance, calling out:

We will do
our best to
bring the
holidays to
everyone
as we each
gather in our
homes.

Teshuvah, T’filla , Tzedakah, will help us be
present in the face of uncertainty and transform
what can be.
Teshuvah: Turning
Turning toward what we most love and value, even
as it break our hearts. Allowing ourselves to care
deeply, even when caring causes so much sadness
and pain.

May the
music, prayers and traditions of these holy days lift
and deliver us to the shores of the New Year, ready
and able to be full participants in the healing and
transformation of this world.

Remembering, from moment, to moment, to
moment, that we are all here together in a web of
interconnection that includes all beings and all life.
Placing compassion upon our hearts and finding
strength from loving.

With love and blessing and so much gratitude for
being with all of you on this journey,
– Rabbi Yael

Rabbi's Letter

(continued from previous page)

you, please let me know in kindness so we may move
into this next year with a more open heart together. If
we can strengthen our own connections to each other,
please let me know better ways to do so or ways you
can better support each other in conscious Jewish
community.

vision and mission on how we can act for justice,
compassion, and peace in the years(s) ahead. These are
indeed the times we were made for and the times that
are forging who we are becoming!
Elul tov v’Shanah Tovah U’Mitukah--wishing all of us and
our precious world rebirth and renewal in the month
of Elul, Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur and the
year ahead.

Throughout the Days of Awe and the year ahead we
will lift our eyes to life and together focus on our
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President's Letter

by Steve Jones

Despite the fact that we are heading into the end of
one of the strangest and most challenging years in
memory, I feel a sense of pride in and gratitude for
the resilience of our progressive Jewish community.
We went into this year with one set of expectations
about the challenges of 5780, and we’re coming out
of it having re-formed ourselves in response to a new
reality we did not imagine. In 5781 we’re looking
forward to being able to meet, pray, study, and
promote a more just society together in person, but
we are not hoping to go back to the old “normal.”

We have crafted new programs, and ways of offering
them, that might not have happened without the
health crisis. Rabbi Shawn’s “Lunch, Live, and Learn”
sessions are reaching a wide audience because of the
videoconference format, and the fact that programs
can be recorded and accessed at a member’s
convenience. The Pastoral Care team is able to reach
out to numbers of people in ways that might not have
been possible in other formats, offering restorative
meditation and the “Solos” gatherings for people who
are interested in widening their connections with
others. Torah study, Spiritual Direction, Rosh Hodesh
and other gatherings are not only continuing, but
reaching new people.

We have adapted successfully to the need for social
distancing as a result of the pandemic. Our religious
school turned on a dime back in March and shifted to
fully online instruction. Thanks to the flexibility of our
parents, kids, and teachers, we completed a successful
school year. This summer Mishkan leaders made an
early commitment to a fully online school for the
fall, and our school leader Gabby Kaplan-Mayer is at
work as you read this, formulating a distance-adapted
curriculum. Although there are obvious downsides
for some families with this format, we’re also finding
the upsides: possibilities for more individual and small
group instruction based on children’s learning needs.

Our community really rose to the occasion this past
spring when we met online for our Community
Meeting, which took place over two sessions. (This
was another innovation that would not have come
to mind without the need for new ways of organizing
ourselves). We approved a provisional budget, fully
aware that all of the uncertainty in our personal and
institutional life made this even more challenging
than in normal times. We asked members to spend
some time reflecting on the value they placed on
our community, and to “vote” on our financial plans
by making an early commitment through their dues
pledges. As of the end of August, we have more 5781
membership commitments from MIshkan households
than we usually have at this time, and this is helping
us to discern where we are with a number of key
items. (By the way, if any members reading this have
not made a pledge for 5781, the form for doing so is
attached here: 5781 Pledge Form).

Thanks to our Sabbatical Task Force and the Pastoral
Care team, we found ways to thrive this past spring
while Rabbi Shawn continued his Sabbatical. And
beyond what we had planned, we were able to provide
continuity in the midst of the stressful and sometimes
chaotic COVID-19 world we entered. Rabbi Yael
extended herself generously to provide a steady and
caring presence. In the wake of the national episodes
of violence against Black people, we searched for ways
to support the Black Lives Matter movement and took
steps to challenge thinking and behavior rooted in
white privilege.

As for the near future: As you read this the High
Holidays teams is working diligently to plan a set of
innovative and participatory online experiences for the
Yamim Noriam that will give us a much-needed chance
to reflect and discern what it is we want to keep and
what we are ready to let go of.

Although there is no denying that we suffer as a
community from the lack of physical connection in
prayer, study, and acts of loving-kindness, we should
also acknowledge that we have seen benefits from
some of the changes we have been forced to make.
Although we would have never imagined holding online
religious services before the pandemic, we observe
that people from all over the country and beyond are
able to attend. Is there something to retain from that
experience when the world becomes more “normal?”

And beyond those Days of Awe, we look forward to
a different world with an effective vaccine and better
treatments for the virus, more testing and tracking,
and life that is more similar to the one that ended in
March. But we’re not planning to go “back to normal!”
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Congregational School

by Gabrielle Kaplan-Mayer

Our Expanded Virtual School
Dear Mishkan School Families,
Our teachers are SO excited to welcome our students back on September 13! This year,
of course, is a different kind of year…and a different kind of school opening. But what
we’ve learned during the pandemic is though we may not be sharing the same space, we
can continue sharing our friendships, fun and love of learning.
This fall, our virtual school is expanding in lots of new and different ways. First off, our hoogim (electives) are back—this
time on Sunday morning, with lots of interesting choices in Jewish arts and culture like theater and music appreciation.
We’ll also have smaller Hebrew groups for older students, a new session for Judaic arts for our Gan-Aleph-Bet class and
we are adding monthly Kabbalat Shabbat and/or Havdalah gatherings—just for school families. These will be fun gatherings
with our Mishkan rabbis and your friends from school to share sacred space as a family and community.
As always, please reach out to me with any questions or concerns. Please be
sure to register as soon as possible so that our teachers can best prepare.
See you online!
~Gabby

			

REGISTER HERE!

Kol Shalom is published monthly, September through June.
Editor: Eilen Levinson
Layout: Maralin Blistein
Distribution: Maria Paranzino
Contributors include:
Gail Bober, Gabrielle Kaplan-Mayer, Steve Jones, Eilen Levinson, Yael Levy,
Maria Paranzino, Susan Schewel, Stephanie Shell, Gari Weilbacher,
Sharon Weinman, Arielle Weiss and Shawn Zevit
Email articles by the 15th of each month
to levinsone@yahoo.com
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Tikkun Olam

by Gail Bober

Immigrant and Refugee Rights Committee - September 2020
y

OUR MISSION: Our Committee seeks to engage Mishkan as
an institution and our individual members in the struggle for
immigrant justice and refugee protection. We do this in the
following ways:
y Coordinating and building upon existing efforts as
a member congregation of New Sanctuary Movement,
supporter of HIAS PA/HIAS International, participant in the
Northwest Philadelphia Immigrant Action and Mobilization
and interfaith initiatives that assist refugees, asylum seekers
and those facing deportation.
y Acting as a clearinghouse and resource to provide
information to the congregation about hands-on support
activities, advocacy, direct action and protest.

Educating ourselves and our congregation on immigrant
and refugee rights, connecting our experience as Jews
who fled persecution and oppression to the experience of
today’s immigrants and refugees.
CHECK THIS PAGE OUT EACH MONTH for activities,
volunteer and advocacy opportunities relating to immigrant
and refugee rights at Mishkan Shalom and the wider community. Below are links to resources and allied organizations. Questions? Suggestions? Please contact Gail Bober,
gbober52@gmail.com. Interested in joining a special
list-serve for this committee to get up-to-date information?
Contact Seth Horwitz at reachseth@gmail.com

ZOOM EVENT

Mishkan member, Hon. Charles Honeyman,
retired Immigration Judge. Please RSVP to
Judi Bernstein-Baker if you plan to attend
at judibernsteinbaker@gmail.com. (Masks

Judi Bernstein-Baker, Mishkan member and
immigration attorney, who has been to the Mexican
border several times will speak about:

NEWS FROM NEW SANCTUARY
MOVEMENT

“WHAT’S AT STAKE FOR IMMIGRANTS AND
REFUGEES IN THIS ELECTION”

Here's how you can help:

When: Sunday, September 13
Time: 7:30 PM
How: Join Zoom Meeting: https://us02web.zoom.
us/j/87102844683?pwd=aDc4Y2FEcTNhT0QrQ1NFa
nlZcTBmdz09
Meeting ID: 871 0284 4683

Are you willing to make calls to area legislators to
“Free Carmela and Her Children?” Carmela and
her children have been living in sanctuary for more
that two years. It’s easy to make the calls (only one
number to call, and then you are connected to each of
6 offices) and there is a sample script for the calls.
Our goal is for 20 Mishkan members to make weekly
calls. These calls do make a difference in getting
accelerated processing for the U-visa applications for
the children. For more information about these calls,
contact Gail Bober (gbober52@gmail.com); 267597-1898 or Michael Ramberg (mvramberg@gmail.
com)
*

UPHOLD THE CONSTITUTION ON
CONSTITUTION DAY
When: Thursday, September 17,
Time: 4:00-5:00 p.m.
Where: People’s Plaza, Independence Park
(5th and Market Streets; south side)
What: Call for Independent Immigration Courts;
Public Action and Press Conference

Driving PA Forward, is an effort to increase the
privacy protection of all driver's license data and to
allow ALL PA residents to obtain a driver's license (as
it was before 9-11).

Immigration Courts are under the supervision
of the Attorney General/Department of Justice
which is politicizing appointments, overturning
precedent decisions, and undercutting the
independence of Immigration Judges, while using
its authority to create tent courts and assembly
line justice. It is time for an independent, fair
immigration court system. Speakers include

Please consider signing this petition and passing it on.
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/tell-passtate-legislature-and-governor-let-pennsylvaniadrive-forward/
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Tikkun Olam 		
Mishkan is Getting Out the Vote with POWER
By Sharon Weinman
As we face the most consequential election of our lives, President Obama recently exhorted us to embrace our own
responsibilities as citizens to make sure that “the basic tenets of our democracy endure.” Our most fundamental
responsibility is making sure that everyone VOTES and that every Vote counts! Mishkan’s POWER GOTV
committee is organizing members to register voters, help them get mail-in ballots, and provide information, as events
unfold, on the safest, most reliable ways to vote. Through POWER, we have two great platforms for accomplishing that.

OutVote App & Training

Phone Banking

OutVote is an easy-to-use App for sending brief, preloaded text messages to your contacts about voter
registration and mail-in ballots. It is a simple and
quick way to have impact!

Mishkan and St. Vincent’s Church have organized
virtual phone banks to reach voters who don’t vote or
vote infrequently. The dates for the phone banks are:

y
y
y
y

Training Option #1 - View the Training Video
Lior Feldman created a 35- minute training video
to show you how to download and use the app.
Here’s the link and password you’ll need to view
the video:

Sign up here: POWER Phone Banking and we’ll send
you everything you need to make calls.
Please contact Sharon Weinman at
sharoncweinman@gmail.com

Zoom Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/
v94oJJ7Ax0xOXYGRsXvhHZZ7I7W4T6a81CIa
qPMEyk-kP6rq2oi-2SiIGjcFnSc4
Password: of35e@q$.
When setting up your account, you’ll be asked for
the POWER Campaign Code: it is: 415347.

We welcome new members to our team!
The Mishkan POWER GOTV Team, Lance Laver,
Lior Feldman, Gail Bober, Sharon Weinman, Mindy
Maslin, Julie Currie, Ellen Tichenor, Lynne Iser, Stacey
Meadows

Training Option #2 - Join the Live Mishkan
Zoom Training
•
•
•
•

Sunday, 9/13 from 4:00-v7:00 p.m.
Sunday, 10/4 from 4:00-7:00 p.m.
Sunday, 10/18 from 4:00-7:00 p.m.
Sunday, 11/1 from 4:00-7:00 p.m.

Post Card Campaign

Wed, 9/16 from 7-8pm
Thurs, 9/24 from 6-7pm
Thurs, 10/8 from 7-8pm
Thurs, 10/15 from 7-8 pm

The Mishkan GOTV group is supporting the postcard
campaign sponsored by Elders Stand for Fair Elections
(part of Elders Action Network) and the League of
Women Voters to reach out to unregistered voters
and those who have recently moved.

Sign up for OutVote Zoom Training

The postcards will be sent to volunteers upon request.
Sign up at Postcards Order Form. You will receive
a confirmation and a separate email with instructions
and addresses. You will need to buy your own stamps.

Join Zoom Meeting:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/8244494102?pwd=U3VK
ZlVhZ1BWU2hWUUFOaGVxRms2Zz09
Meeting ID: 824 449 4102
Passcode: 212798979

We welcome new members to our team!
The Mishkan POWER GOTV Team, Lance Laver,
Lior Feldman, Gail Bober, Sharon Weinman, Mindy
Maslin, Julie Currie, Ellen Tichenor, Lynne Iser, Stacey
Meadows

If you need help in using the app, contact OutVote
support email: support@outvote.io. For information
about OutVote, go to www.outvote.io. If you
have questions, please contact Sharon Weinman at
sharonweinman@gmail.com.
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Contributions 		

Donations July 1 to August 20, 2020

Celebrations

Rabbis Discretionary Fund

Harold Belkowitz – IMO Lester Zevit

David Acker and Bob Prischak
– IMO Lester Zevit
Kristen and Becky Ashare
Motti Atia – IMO Lester Zevit
Jeff Bakely and Gail Bober – IMO Lester Zevit
Nadya and Victor Gross – IMO Lester Zevit
Myriam Klotz and Margot Stein – IMO Lester Zevit
Nancy Fuchs Kreimer and Seth Kreimer
– IMO Lester Zevit
Lance and Mary Laver – IMO Lester Zevit
Peter and Judith Levin – IMO Lester Zevit
Mishkan Hebrew School Teachers
– IMO Lester Zevit
Linda Potemken – IMO Lester Zevit
Susan Richards and Sharon Parker
– IMO Lester Zevit

General

Phyllis Berman and Arthur Waskow
– IMO Lester Zevit
Barbara and Barry Epstein – IMO Lester Zevit
Sharon Fagin – IMO Lester Zevit
Arlene Fuchs – IHO Rivka Jarosh
David Goldblatt – IMO Lester Zevit
Ron Goldwyn and Carol Towarnicky
– IMO Lester Zevit
Rachel Hersh – IMO Lester Zevit
Deborah Heuckeroth – IMO Lester Zevit
Lynne Iser and Mordechai Liebling
– IMO Lester Zevit
Gabby and Fred Kaplan-Mayer – IMO Lester Zevit
Donald Kates – Thank you Alan Greenberg
Lance Laver
– IHO Eugene Sotirescu’s Zohar Teaching
Mitchell Marcus – IHO Eugene Sotirescu’s Teaching
Eileen Nemzer – IMO Lester Zevit
Dominic and Maria Paranzino – IMO Lester Zevit
Cindy and Steve Perkiss – IMO Lester Zevit
Brielle Rassler – IMO Lester Zevit
Abby Ruder and Ellen Tichenor – IMO Lester Zevit
Abby Ruder and Ellen Tichenor
– IMO Members Deceased Love Ones
Abby Ruder and Ellen Tichenor
– IHO Rabbis and Staff
Abby Ruder and Ellen Tichenor
– IHO Yad l’ Yad Honorees
Dennis Sasso and Sandy Eisenberg Sasso
Jeffrey Schein – IMO Lester Zevit
Susan Schewel – IMO Lester Zevit
Stephen Segar – IMO Lester Zevit
Daniel Sheff – IMO Lester Zevit
Steven Silvern – IMO Lester Zevit
Gael and Jamie Simon – IMO Lester Zevit
Andrew Soloway and Erica Eisenberg
– IMO Lester Zevit
Ros Spigel and Chris Ramsey – IMO Leser Zevit
Larry and Paula Wallach – IMO Lester Zevit
Gari and Mike Weilbacher IMO Lester Zevit
Evelyn Weinstock – IMO Sam Ozer
Larry Weisberg – IMO Lester Zevit
Sandra Wortzel – IMO Lester Zevit
Lisagail Zeitlin – IMO Gary Zeitlin
Lisagail Zeitlin – IMO Lester Zevit

School Donation

Amy Goldman – IHO Gabby Kaplan-Mayer

5781 B’nai Mitzvah Fund

Viktoriya Torchinsky Field and Ben Field
– IHO Eddie Simon and IHO Ben Fernandez
Sheinbaum

Mishkan @ 30

Jeff amd Kristen Block
Carole Boughter and Barry Dornfeld
Jenifer Coburn
Elissa Goldberg and Anndee Hochman
Ron Goldwn and Carol Towarnicky
Seth Horwitz and Marie Scearce
Cindy and Steve Perkiss
Abby Ruder and Ellen Tichenor
Deborah and Mitch Schwartzman
Amy Segel and Chris Taranta
Andrew Stone –
IMO Gene, with Gratitude to the Community
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Library

by Sharon Rhode

One Book Mishkan Meets Zoom for a Fine 15th Series!
Remember
when “...
zoom…
zoom…” was
the signature
line of a car
commercial?
Well, thank
goodness for all the ways we have to stay
connected! But, as we enter this next stage
of pandemic response, the season ahead is full
of challenges. As we juggle back-to-school (at
home), shifting worksites, re-openings (with new
rules), High Holidays, the election and more, the
Library Committee thought a One Book might
just be a bit much!

next great read! Then, programs around
individual books, both timely and timeless. And,
as always, our ever-popular Movie Night!
We hope you’ll join us along the way for some
great reading, lively discussion and excellent
company!
Enhancing Access to the Collection:
Low-tech & High-tech
We’re exploring options for accessing books
from the library while the building remains
closed. If so, ‘bookmobile’ delivery may be our
next innovation! If that will be possible, we’ll
let you know via the Mishkan list serve and Ma
Hadash. Meanwhile, as we approach completion
of cataloging the collection, we’re working on
upgrading our computer and software and
putting the library’s catalog online.

Never bested by a challenge (of course!), our
15th season of reading together seeks to meet
each Mishkan reader where you are. We’re
excited about the Zoom-friendly options we’re
working on until we can meet again, in person.
Coming soon, a list of our suggestions for your

Be in touch: library@mishkan.org. See you in the
Library (when the time is right).
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G'milut Hasadim/Acts of Caring
by Stephanie Shell, Ariel Weiss and Susan Schewel

Karen Singer), Patrick Windle (brother of Susan Windle),
Doris and Sal Berenholz (mother and father of Robin
Berenholz), Jackie Berman-Gorvine (daughter-in-law
of Natalie & Harold Gorvine), Edgar Galson (father
of Wendy Galson and father-in-law of Susan Windle),
Don Levinson (brother of Eilen Levinson), Evelyn Haas
(mother of Mark Haas), Jack Tarash (father of Rabbi
Ariel Tarash) and Julie Post (sister of Nancy Post) in our
prayers as well. May they all experience a refuah sheleimah (full healing).

Mazel Tov

We offer a hearty mazel tov to Julien Friedland, Isaiah
Weeks, Joel Simon, Edward Simon, and Ben Fernandez
Sheinbaum and their families who have all become bar
mitzvah since the last Kol Shalom.

Condolences

We send condolences to Andy Stone and the Mishkan
community on the loss of Gene Bishop, the beloved
chair of the Acts of Caring Committee for many years
and to Mindy and Sid Ozer, their family, friends and the
Mishkan community on the tragic loss of beloved Samuel
Ozer. And to Kate Judge on the loss of her mother Patricia Hollahan Judge; to Steve Mervis on the loss of his
mother Zella Loew Mervis; to Amy Segel on the loss of
her mother Elizabeth Segel; to Nancy Post on the loss
of her father Joseph Post; to Helene Halstuch on the
loss of her mother Betty Halstuch Leonard; to Deborah Meyer on the loss of her father M. Barry Meyer; to
Judi Bernstein-Baker on the death of her brother David
Bernstein; to Wendy Caplin on the loss of her mother
Natalie Caplin; to David Bradley on the loss of his
mother Sarah Ann Bradley; to Rabbi Shawn Zevit on the
loss of his father Eleazar Shimon Hakohen ben Shoshana
v’Ahron Yosaif; to Norma Silber on the loss of her
siblings Israel and Marcia; to Cynthia Cline on the loss of
her mother Dorothy Cline; and to Rabbi Sue Levi Elwell
on the loss of her mother Claire Levy Levi.

A reminder: Snail mail cards are always welcomed by
all those who are healing and mourning. If you think of it,
do it!
Please notify us if you want a name added to, or
removed from, our “Ongoing love, support, and prayers
of healing…” list.

Are you receiving Acts of Caring via
email?

Acts of Caring now goes out to all Mishkan members. It
is our communication central for sharing life cycle events
and community needs for help. If you are not receiving
Acts of Caring, please check your spam, or if you have
gmail, your solicitations folder (Acts of Caring is distributed by Constant Contact). If you unsubscribe from
Ma Hadash, intentionally or accidentally, you will also be
unsubscribed from Acts of Caring. Please contact the
office for clarification.

Acts of Caring Acts of Caring lets the Mishkan

We send additional condolences, love and support
to all who have lost loved ones during this difficult
time. May the memories of the deceased be for a
blessing and may their loved ones be comforted
among all who mourn.

Shalom community learn about significant events in the
lives of our members. In this way, we can reach out to
one another in times of grief, illness, and joy. To reach us
simply email: actsofcaring@mishkan.org.
HINENI--HERE I AM If you could use a little help
because of illness, or joy (new baby!) or you know of a
Mishkan member too shy to ask, please email actsofcaring@mishkan.org and we will reach out. Hineni offers
concrete support to members in need of short term
help, including meals, visits, transportation, etc. If you
would like some help, but do not wish a public solicitation, please contact the rabbis, or actsofcaring@mishkan.
org and we will speak with you privately and seek to
arrange help. Our Hineni coordinators are Lisa Mervis
and Chris Taranta.

Love and Support

This month we send our ongoing love, support, and
prayers for healing to Mishkan members Norma and Sid
Silber, Rabbi Tsurah August, Lilith Rose, John Palmer, Kris
Soffa, Deenah Loeb, Michael Drake, Ray Kaplan, Joyce
Hanna, Gena Lopata, Robin Berenholz, Bernice Bricklin,
Robin Leidner and Natalie Gorvine.
We also send ongoing love, support, and prayers
for healing to all those Mishkan members in need
of healing but who seek to remain private.
We are keeping Sarah Rivka bat Elizabeth (mother
of Rabbi Shawn Zevit), Shifra Leah bat Gershon
v’Minoocha (mother of Gabby Kaplan-Meyer), Charlie
Boe (brother-in-law of Mindy Dorfman), Alvin Saltzman
(father of Alyse Saltzman Flowers), Carol Dombroski
(mother of Brian Dombroski), Debra Singer (sister of

Got Nachas? Sharing your good news is a marvelous
way to connect our community! Please don’t be shy send all lifecycle events you would like to be posted to
our email address: actsofcaring@mishkan.org.
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Yahrzeits
Stanley Mervis-9/1-Elul 12
Father of Steve Mervis

Lucille Kleppel-9/15-Elul 26
Mother of Judy Kleppel

Charles Solomon Berman-9/2-Elul 13
Father of Phyllis Berman

Lynn Zeitlin-9/15-Elul 26
Mother of Lisagail Zeitlin

Minnie Selinger-9/2-Elul 13
Mother of Warren Selinger

Helen Finn Ruder-9/16-Elul 27
Mother of Abby Ruder

Samuel Belasco-9/4-Elul 15
Grandfather of Andrea Belasco

Joel Waldstreicher-9/16-Elul 27
David Waldstreicher & Jacqueline Robinson

Jeffrey David Samuelson-9/4-Elul 15
Son of Eilen Levinson, brother of Miriam Samuelson

Sara Laver-9/20-Tishrei 2
Mother of Lance Laver

Joseph Silverman-9/4-Elul 15
Father of Helene Feldman

Sara Laver-9/20-Tishrei 2
Grandmother of Claire Laver

Max August-9/5-Elul 16
Father of Yosaif August

Maya Boskovitz-9/21-Tishrei 3
Sister of Madeleine Boskovitz

Elmer Blistein-9/6-Elul 17
Father of Adam Blistein

Emma Belasco-9/26-Tishrei 8
Grandmother of Andrea Belasco

Gertrude Galson Greenberg-9/8-Elul 19
Grandmother of Wendy Galson

Sam Kaufman-9/26-Tishrei 8
Father of Robert Kaufman

Barney Stein-9/8-Elul 19
Grandfather of Ellen Weaver

Rosel Hoffberger Schewel-9/26-Tishrei 8
Mother of Susan Schewel

Else Goldschneider-9/9-Elul 20
Grandmother of Wendy Galson

Maurice Stanley Friedman-9/27-Tishrei 9
Friend of Susan Richards

Samuel Levin-9/10-Elul 21
Grandfather of Barrie Levin

Henry Galson-9/27-Tishrei 9
Grandfather of Wendy Galson

Anne August-9/11-Elul 22
Mother of Yosaif August

Herman Spigel-9/27-Tishrei 9
Father of Rosalind Spigel

Frances McCullen-9/11-Elul 22
Father of Mark McCullen

Henry Maschler-9/28-Tishrei 10
Father of Rina Maschler

Janet Spigel Linic-9/11-Elul 22
Sister of Rosalind Spigel

Harvey Stone-9/28-Tishrei 10
Father of Andrew Stone

Arthur Green-9/13-Elul 24
Beth Goldstein Huxen & Raymond Huxen

Morris Kleiner-9/29-Tishrei 11
Father of David Kleiner

Daniel Raz-9/13-Elul 24
Father of Pearl Raz

Alan Masters-9/29-Tishrei 11
Father of Steve Masters

Frances Schewel Heiner-9/14-Elul 25
Aunt of Susan Schewel

.
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